They shared many common ideas about TCSOL Program regardless of their different backgrounds. Some of the best things which they all praised of are:

- **Well-designed curriculum and intensive contents, esp. the Program Project which requires highly integrated use of theory and teamwork**

- **Ample opportunities of practicum which reinforce deeper thinking of theory and approaches**

- **Easy communication with teachers and professors**

- **Classmates coming from all sorts of life and bring inspiration into class**

Besides, the four alumni all acknowledged the importance and practicability of Chinese Educational Linguistics course given by Professor Lening Liu. In addition, they mentioned the *focus on Task-Based Language Teaching* and the modified instruction for learners of native English speakers throughout the whole study. In terms of the biggest takeaway, the alumni stated that taking TCSOL and TESOL/AL program together benefits one more than doing them separately as he can build connections between the two programs and thus use knowledge comprehensively to solve real problems. However, their suggestions for the best time to take TCSOL Program is that it varies from person to person. Nevertheless, you will never regret taking it for its high quality and reputation.